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ABSTRACT
The Narrative Paradox is a theory that describes interaction
and narrative cohesion as being in tension, and asserts that
the structure of a narrative is disrupted by user adaptivity, leading to possible incoherence as the system accounts
for interaction. We propose an approach that may reduce
this disruption. Speciﬁcally, we propose to model a narrative as a collection of threads, woven together into the ﬁnal
discourse as a narrative braid. By separately maintaining
logical coherence within a thread and thematic coherence
between threads we believe it is possible to introduce interactivity while maintaining a strong narrative structure. We
discuss how this may be applied to adaptive documentaries
which, with a wide base of recorded material and diverse plot
threads, provide a rich medium for initial experimentation
in this area.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1 [Models and Principles]: General

General Terms
Standardization, Human Factors, Experimentation
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Documentaries, and other observational productions such
as news reports, often record much more footage than is
actually used. Their observational nature makes it diﬃcult
to plan shots, so as much footage is captured as possible
and this is later reﬁned at the editing stage. This presents
an opportunity: there are large libraries of footage currently
locked away that might be used to create new, or adaptive,
documentaries.

Author-centric narrative generation systems (such as ArtEquAKT [25]) have sought to utilise multimedia collections
like these to generate narratives, often using predeﬁned structures and either generated or annotated metadata [21]. Such
a generator may be able to utilise the collections of footage
to generate or adapt personalised documentaries by allowing
the user to state their interest in viewed scenes. Based on
this feedback the documentary could then regenerate and
adapt the remainder of its content to include more of what
the viewer was interested in.
However, a signiﬁcant challenge in building interactive
narratives of this form is that as the level of interactivity
increases it becomes more diﬃcult to maintain the shape of
the narrative, Aylett and Louchart refer to this as the ‘narrative paradox’ [1] [18]. In this paper we propose a model to
manage the narrative paradox in the context of interactive
documentaries.
Documentaries are typically comprised of a selection of
interweaved plot ‘threads’ based on diﬀerent aspects connected with the subject matter. As such, the generation
process would have to select and weave threads, and remove
and replace key scenes which might aﬀect the understanding of subsequent elements within a thread. Our proposed
model works by separating logical and thematic cohesion
within the narrative, focusing on maintaining logical cohesion within a thread, and thematic cohesion between diﬀerent threads. In this way we can respond to user choices by
adjusting the themes (and thus the choices around weaving threads) while being more rigorous about maintaining
logical cohesion within each thread.
We call our approach the Narrative Braid. We propose using the OntoMedia [17] and Stories [15] ontologies to model
logical relations within each thread, while thematic cohesion will build upon the Thematic Model Builder [9] and
Thematic Illustrator [8].
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BACKGROUND
Thematics and Narrative Cohesion

In his work Thematics [24] Tomashevsky asserts that ‘To
be coherent, a verbal structure must have a unifying theme’,
and explained the importance of theme both to giving a
narrative direction and binding its component elements together. Tomashevsky’s structuralist view was that themes
within narrative could be deconstructed into themes (broad
ideas such as ‘politics’ or ‘drama’) and motifs (more atomic
elements directly related to the narrative such as ‘the helpful

beast’ or ‘the thespian’). A motif is the smallest atomic thematic element and refers to an individual element within the
narrative which connotes in some way the theme. Themes
may always be deconstructed into other themes or motifs
whereas a motif may not be deconstructed. This deﬁnition
allows for us to see how literal denotations (motifs) based
on the content of a section of narrative may be connected to
less tangible concepts (themes) within the narrative subtext.
It is these unifying concepts, themes, to which Tomashevsky
attributes (at least in part) narrative cohesion.
Subsequent explorations in narrative cohesion demonstrate
it to be a complicated function or potentially many diﬀerent
features, of which theme is one part. Studies performed by
linguists such as those by Hudson [13], analysing narrative
cohesion within children’s stories, concentrate on narrative
cohesion from the point of view of logical sense, such as
causal connections between parts of the narrative. It is also
possible that consistent connection to an identiﬁable genre
has a part to play in ensuring narrative cohesion. This is
demonstrated within the Coh-Metrix project [7], which produced a system capable of measuring narrative cohesion automatically according to a deﬁned set of metrics which were
based on causal, linguistic, cohesion, much like Hudson, but
also genre. In our own work [10] in the area we have found
evidence and literature to suggest narrative cohesion is connected to ﬁve key variables: logical sense, theme, genre,
narrator, and style. However subsequent explorations [8]
of this have also shown statistical correlations that suggest
these variables may be interconnected: particularly theme,
genre, and logical sense.

2.2

Narrative Systems

In order to perform the analysis of a piece of documentary
footage, information about the individual scenes is required.
This can be achieved by annotating the media, whether manually or automatically, with a standard vocabulary. OntoMedia, or Ontology for Multimedia, was developed to support this markup of heterogeneous media content. Its design was inﬂuenced by existing standards, including CIDOC
CRM [6] and ABC [16].
At its core, OntoMedia deﬁnes events and entities. The
former provide temporal information: events have occurrences on a timeline, and these can be described as preceding
or following other occurrences. The latter provides extensions such as character, item, and space. These allow for
the description of the characters involved in an event, any
physical or abstract items, and the locations in which they
occur. For example, in the context of a nature documentary
there may be penguins (characters) on an ice ﬂoe (item) in
Antarctica (location). Entities can also have traits - whether
perceived by other characters or actual. These could include,
in this case, gender and species. It is also possible to generate OntoMedia-compliant annotations from Text Encoding
Initiative (TEI) performance texts, such as screenplays [14].
The Stories Ontology [15] was derived from the OntoMedia ontologies, and builds upon existing ontologies where
possible (FOAF [3] for people, the Event Ontology [20] for
events). It is purposefully light: a Story is deﬁned as having a subject and a set of Events, and these Events contain
information about the people, places, and things involved,
as well as the time at which they occurred on a timeline.
Interpretations can be built of these Events, and facts can
be asserted as part of these. The Stories Ontology has been

applied to content at the BBC [22], and has been used to
compare the events within an episode of the popular science ﬁction series Doctor Who with text-chat conversations
between viewers of that episode.
Narrative generation covers a range of narrative systems
concerned with actually automatically creating narrative based
on a set of requirements. Riedl and Young [21] classify
narrative generation systems in three categories: charactercentric, author-centric, and story-centric. The ﬁrst two categories, character-centric and author-centric, are the most
common by a signiﬁcant margin.
Character-centric systems attempt to simulate the contents of a narrative and report on what occurs. This normally involves intelligent agents playing the roles of diﬀerent
characters using a set of rules that govern their personality,
goals, and how they can interact with the environment and
each other. Examples of such a system include the earliest
example of narrative generation, TaleSpin [19], which handled quite limited characters and textual presentation, but
also more sophisticated contemporary works such as those
by Cavazza [5] with complicated models of character goals
and desires. Author-centric narrative generation instead
tries to simulate the authorial process of creation, often by
ﬁlling either predeﬁned or generated structures with relevant
narrative material, much like ﬁlling a template. This material is often taken from the web, such as in ArtEquAKT [25]
which generates artist biographies from web resources, or
predeﬁned collections, such as in GRIOT [11] where authors
prepare materials for generated interactive poetry.
Riedl and Young [21] explain that arguably the best approach is a compromise between character and author centric generation which takes advantage of the character believability of one and the plot coherence of the other. They
present their own solution in the form of ACONF [21] which
utilises author-centric plot structures of scenes linked together by a planning system which has deﬁned roles that
are populated by character-centric expert systems. Other
compromise approaches include the Virtual Storyteller [23]
which largely adopts a traditional character-centric approach
of character agents interacting with an environment but also
includes a ‘director’ agent. The director agent is motivated
by rules governing what creates an interesting and cohesive
story and vets the actions of character agents to ensure this
is maintained.
Interactive narratives, generated or otherwise, suﬀer from
the problem that, as interactivity increases, the author loses
control of the shape of the eventual narrative. This is what
Aylett and Louchart [1] [18] refer to as the ‘narrative paradox’: allowing your audience to interact and change the
course of a story reduces its cohesion. This argument can be
reduced to the notion that narratives are all a collaboration
between author and reader, and that even without interactivity the reader still aﬀects the ﬁnal resulting narrative
through their own interpretation. This idea was explored by
Calvino as the ‘Labyrinth Challenge’ [4] where it is explained
that the author can only hope to deﬁne the maze, not the
route the reader takes, and that while some readers will read
to follow the plot and get to the end others will read to ﬁnd
out something in particular. Aylett and Louchart have explored solutions to this problem with regards to interactivity,
with some success, including attempting to model the relationship pencil and paper roleplaying game ‘Games Masters’
have with interactivity in narrative [2], where player interac-

tion must always be incorporated into a coherent narrative.
Harrell explains in his work on ‘agency play’[12] that the key
to solving this issue lies in ﬁnding a balance between user
agency (interactive actions taken by user through the protagonist) and system agency (actions of protagonist forced
by the system to ensure plot cohesion). Harrell explains that
cohesion problems with interaction can be overcome by user
constraints based on resulting eﬀects to the narrative’s cohesion, similar to how compromise narrative generation often
vets character-centric agent actions with author-centric director agents.

3.

WEAVING THE BRAID

In the following three sections we describe an approach
for the generation of narrative for adaptive documentaries.
This approach works towards a technique where documentaries involving multiple subplots might be adapted on the
ﬂy using additional recorded material based on user preference. The concepts behind the technique are detailed, a
means to preserve coherence in the produced narratives is
discussed, and ﬁnally we suggest a possible data model for
the four layers of our conceptual model.

3.1

Figure 1: From the causal constraints for each narrative element a network of potential paths through
each subplot is emergent.

Conceptual Model

Our approach deﬁnes four concepts: from ﬁnest granularity to largest, at the narrative level these are the natom
and nolecule, and at the discourse level the thread and the
braid. A natom, or Narrative Atom [8], describes a segment
of narrative from which a story is composed. These are
the ﬁnest granularity of media available to a given system,
so could be a paragraph of text, a scene from a ﬁlm, or a
photograph. These natoms may be rich with features, both
machine-discoverable or authored, that may suggest motifs.
In turn, these motifs can connote broader themes.
A discourse is therefore eventually derived from many connected natoms, but to build this the system must understand the logical relationships between natoms. A nolecule
(Narrative Molecule) is thus deﬁned as a directed (potentially cyclic) graph of natoms that are causally connected
(see Figure 1). As such each narrative may be made up of
a set of noleclues, that represent each subplot of the narrative, and in presentation that narrative would cut between
these diﬀerent subplots where appropriate. For example, in
an adaptive wildlife documentary, there may be a nolecule
that captures the potential story for a particular type of animal made up oﬀ all the natoms relevant to that animal and
mapping the viable causal paths through that material.
There may be many possible causal traversals from one
natom to another within a nolecule, and each chain of traversals is a possible ‘thread’. As applied to our wildlife example,
a given thread may cover the birth of an animal, but omit
the process of ﬁnding a breeding ground. The thread represents the presented pathway through the nolecule for that
particular subplot, a ‘directors’ cut of that material.
Given multiple threads, a narrative ‘braid’ can be woven.
The ‘braid’ represents a continuous chain of natoms from
cutting together parts of the component threads. The causal
ordering within each thread is preserved - for example, given
thread A with ‘123’ and thread B with ‘789’, a possible
braid could be ‘172389’. Each of these threads is causally
coherent, but they may have very diﬀerent dominant themes
(as represented diagrammatically in Figure 2). This requires
great attention to how the threads are cut together so that

Figure 2: Three plot lines maintain causal coherence
but must be woven together for thematic coherence.

a thematically coherent ‘braid’ may be woven together.

3.2

Thematic Coherence

The paths that narrative threads may take through each
subplot network are based upon causal connections and constraints (e.g. ‘scene A must occur before scene B’). In an
adaptive documentary which of these paths are taken may
be based on audience preference (e.g. if the viewer is interested in a particular animal the system might pick paths
that show more of that animal). However, this may lead to
thematically noisy stories where adjustments are made to
meet user desires at the cost of overall narrative cohesion.
Also causal connections are less useful when cutting from
one plot thread to another where there might be no causality connecting the two threads. When these cuts should
be made, and what this decision should be based on, is a
signiﬁcant challenge.
We suggest that the individual plot threads should be
blended together through thematic coherence to form the resulting narrative braid. To do this the system would have to
determine the current dominant theme of the narrative and
select elements that emphasise this theme to ensure stronger
cohesion. This could be done utilising a thematic model
with deﬁnitions for individual themes, such as that explored
by us in previous work [9]. The thematic model would con-

Figure 3: Radius of items from three plot lines relevant to dominant theme t
sult its thematic deﬁnitions, and currently selected narrative
atoms, to determine the dominant theme by presence of relevant motifs. It could then be used to ensure subsequent
elements are selected based on their thematic relevance to
further strengthen the theme and increase thematic cohesion.
This can also be used to inﬂuence when a cut between
threads is made: when the thematic relevance of possible
connections in a plot line drops below a deﬁned threshold
the system will look to make a cut and shift to a new plot
line with a node that is thematically strong and maintains
cohesion. It is important to note that strong storytelling
does not always require strong cohesion, and breaking cohesion can be done deliberately to good eﬀect, but modelling
such a choice is outside the scope of this particular piece of
work where we will assume a strong cohesion is preferential.
It is likely that diﬀerent plot threads will have diﬀerent
core themes, but may perhaps share individual motifs. The
dominant theme for the narrative braid at any given time
will likely be that of the plot thread that has thus far received the most exposure (in an adaptive documentary this
could likely be due to audience preference for the content
of that plot line). As such, thematically relevant elements
will be selected from the majority of the plot line connected
with the dominant theme, and the parts of other plot lines
closest to this theme.
Figure 3 represents this diagrammatically. Each circle
represents the range of natoms from threads A, B, and C
in a multi-dimensional thematic feature space, with the dot
representing the dominant theme t. The areas highlighted
blue are those with a thematic relevance measured above an
acceptable threshold and as such represent thematically relevant items. By keeping natom selection within this radius
(even if we jump between threads) we strengthen the core
theme and therefore improve thematic cohesion. Previous
work has shown that an improvement in thematic cohesion
is correlated to an improvement in other cohesion metrics [8],
and as such this thematic emphasis may improve the narrative cohesion of the resulting narrative braid as a whole.

3.3

Data Model

The data will be modelling using the OntoMedia or Stories
ontologies. The natoms themselves can be represented as
Events, with the involved entities attached. In the case of

a scene from a documentary, information about the content
may also be linked to the natom. For example, the dominant
colour, the amount of motion, or the textural content of the
video.
The links in a nolecule may also be speciﬁed: OntoMedia
allows for ‘precedes’ and ‘follows’ properties. This is a temporal link, however, so it may be necessary to construct a
causal relationship. It would also be appropriate to model
the ‘bond’ between two natoms. This may be a multidimensional property including shared attributes, and spatiotemporal information. These properties would be shared by the
threads generated from the nolecular structures.
Finally, the braid would have similar bonding properties,
though there may be extra attributes due to the natoms
originating from diﬀerent nolecules. There would also be
a representation of the importance of elements while the
braid is being manipulated or viewed: this could be attached
to the natoms, and then propagated through the higherlevel models to inﬂuence the bonding properties and thread
selection process.

4.

PROPOSED APPLICATION: ADAPTIVE
DOCUMENTARIES

Documentaries have a large amount of available footage,
much of which may be edited out of a ﬁnal cut due to time
constraints. As such, this is an ideal ﬁt for our approach: a
‘regular’ documentary is simply a braid consisting of threads
that have been manually selected to tell the story eﬀectively
within a limited time. If, however, a nolecule is formed for
the various threads, it may be possible to dynamically alter
the documentary at viewing time.
As a ﬁrst step, the various videos would have to be annotated into natoms. This could be achieved part-automatically,
using shot cut detection to segment the video. These natoms
would then be arranged into nolecule structures. Given
two plot threads, for example in our wildlife documentary
a thread about penguins and a thread about seals, there
would be two nolecules. It might be that one scene includes
both penguins and seals, and therefore is shared between
two nolecules (this is therefore quite likely to appear in a
thread). The connection-building process should preserve
the causal links within each thread, for example ensuring
that ‘searching for a breeding site’ precedes ‘a penguin is
born’, and as such these links form the potential paths for
threads through each nolecule.
The process would then switch to a user-controlled application. Here a viewer would watch a documentary braid,
constructed from threads selected to be narratively consistent. The threads would be causally consistent and cut
together in a way that preserves thematic cohesion. As
the narrative is presented a viewer would have the ability to up-vote scenes they enjoy or are interested in. By
up-voting a given natom, causal links would be reweighted
in the nolecules in favour of themes or content in the upvoted natom. This would cause the threads to be reformed
and braided together based on this new preference, and
causing subsequent scenes to alter from what was previously planned. The causal links would remain consistent
to preserve the coherence of the documentary, but any new
themes and attributes of the promoted natoms might be
more prominent in the ﬁnal narrative. So for example, if a
viewer found the breeding sites of penguins interesting, and

thus up-voted the scene, the thread conveying this part of
the story might be elongated, but still arranged within the
ﬁnal braid to make sense. In addition themes associated
with that natom (for example, of ‘birth’ and ‘family’) would
become more dominant, making it more likely that natoms
with those themes would be selected when splicing in other
threads.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes an approach that allows for user interaction with a multi-layered adaptive documentary in such
a way that narrative cohesion is kept throughout the viewing. It models the narrative as multiple threads, woven together to create a braid, and manages the narrative paradox
by separating logical cohesion within threads from thematic
cohesion across the whole braid.
The Narrative Paradox suggests that interactivity and authorial design are at odds with each other. We hope that
with careful modelling of causal and thematic links this limitation can be overcome.
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